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a b s t r a c t

A new phase PuPdSn was prepared and studied by X-ray diffraction, magnetization and heat capacity
measurements, performed in the temperature range 2–300 K and in magnetic fields up to 14 T. The crys-
tal structure determined from single-crystal X-ray data is the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type [space group P�62m]
with lattice parameters: a = 7.5057 Å and c = 4.0853 Å. PuPdSn orders antiferromagnetically at TN = 21 K.
Moreover, another antiferromagnetic-like transition takes place at 9.6 K. Above TN the susceptibility fol-
lows a modified Curie–Weiss law with leff = 1.0 lB, Hp = �14 K and v0 = 2.1 � 10�4 emu/mol. The low-
temperature linear specific heat coefficient is small (c � 8 mJ/mol K2) pointing to well localized 5f
electrons.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During the last years the uranium-based compounds with the
composition UPdX, where X stands for a p-electron element, have
attracted much attention for their various and intriguing physical
behaviour driven by the hybridization of 5f-electronic states with
s,p,d-states of neighboring atoms. Previous studies showed that
UPdSn has well localized 5f electrons with a small linear specific
heat coefficient (c � 5 mJ/mol K2) [1]. This compound exhibits an
antiferromagnetic phase transition at 37 K leading to a magnetic
structure with an orthorhombic symmetry. A second transition oc-
curs at 25 K, and the magnetic structure becomes monoclinic [2].
The ordered magnetic moment on the U site is large (lord � 2 lB)
[3].

In the course of our systematic studies on the magnetic, electri-
cal and thermal behaviour of transuranium-based AnPd2Sn inter-
metallics [4–6], we have recently focused our attention on the
related AnPdSn materials. Very recently, we have briefly reported
the properties of NpPdSn which orders antiferromagnetically be-
low 19 K and shows some features of strong electronic correlations
at low temperatures [7]. In this paper we communicate for the first
time on the synthesis, structure, magnetic and heat capacity stud-
ies of another member of the AnPdSn family, namely PuPdSn.

2. Experimental details

A polycrystalline sample was prepared by arc-melting stoichi-
ometric amounts of the constituents, and examined by X-ray single
ll rights reserved.
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crystal and powder diffraction. From the inner part of the specimen
small single crystals were selected and examined on a CAD-4
diffractometer.

The crystal structure was refined and shown to be hexagonal of
the ZrNiAl-type (space group P�62m), with lattice parameters
a = 7.5057 Å and c = 4.0853 Å. A sketch of the crystal structure of
PuPdSn is given in Fig. 1.

Magnetic measurements were carried out in the temperature
range 2–300 K and in magnetic fields up to 7 T using a Quantum
Design MPMS-7 SQUID magnetometer. The heat capacity was
measured from 2 to 300 K by relaxation method employing a
Quantum Design PPMS-14 setup. The measurements of the physi-
cal properties of PuPdSn (even using very small samples) were
limited to temperatures above 2 K due to self-heating effect arising
from the radioactive decay of the 239Pu isotope. Moreover, due to
contamination risks generated by radiotoxicity of plutonium, all
physical measurements were done using special encapsulation
systems and all operations of preparation and encapsulation have
been achieved in glove boxes under inert pure nitrogen
atmosphere.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Magnetic properties

The temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic suscepti-
bility of PuPdSn measured in an applied magnetic field of 5 T is
shown in Fig. 2. At low temperatures a distinct minimum in the
v�1(T) curve manifests the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering be-
low the Néel temperature TN = 21 K. Moreover, another antiferro-
magnetic-like transition takes place at 9.6 K.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility of PuPdSn
measured in a magnetic field l0H = 5 T. The solid line is a modified Curie–Weiss fit.
Inset: low temperature part of the magnetic susceptibility. The arrows mark the
magnetic phase transitions at 21 and 9.6 K.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of PuPdSn. Inset: low
temperature part of Cp. Arrows mark the phase transitions at 21 and 9.6 K.

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of PuPdSn.
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In the paramagnetic region, the magnetic susceptibility is
clearly curvilinear and follows a modified Curie–Weiss law:

vðTÞ ¼ Nl2
eff

3kBðT � hpÞ
þ v0: ð1Þ

With an effective magnetic moment leff � 1.0 lB, paramagnetic
Curie temperature Hp = �14 K and a temperature independent
term v0 = 2.1 � 10�4 emu/mol. The value of leff obtained is larger
than the free Pu3+ ion value expected for LS coupling (0.84 lB),
but it is very close to that expected for intermediate coupling
(1.01 lB). It has been shown recently that the intermediate coupling
scheme is appropriate for the 5f electrons of Pu metal and Pu-based
intermetallics [8,9]. The negative sign of Hp refers to antiferromag-
netic exchange interactions and is consistent with the antiferro-
magnetic ordering in PuPdSn.
3.2. Heat capacity

Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the specific heat
(Cp) of PuPdSn. Near room temperature Cp is close to 75 J/mole K
that corresponds to the Dulong–Petit law i.e. Cp = 3nR = 74.83 J/
mole K, where n is the number of atoms per molecule and R is
the gas constant.

Heat capacity studies confirmed the presence of the two mag-
netic phase transitions manifested as pronounced k-type peaks in
Cp(T) (see inset in Fig. 3). These peaks are hardly affected by mag-
netic field. Under a magnetic field as strong as 14 T, the maxima in
Cp are slightly shifted towards low temperatures and insignifi-
cantly decrease in magnitude. The electronic contribution to the
specific heat of PuPdSn is quite small at low temperatures. Below
5.5 K the Cp

T ðT
2Þ ratio extrapolated to T = 0 K is 8 mJ/mol K2. Due

to magnetic state this value may by treated as an upper limit of
the value of the Sommerfeld coefficient in this material. It is also
similar to the one previously observed for UPdSn [1].
4. Summary

The new Pu-based intermetallic compound PuPdSn was synthe-
sized and studied by X-ray diffraction, magnetization and heat
capacity measurements, performed in the temperature range 2–
300 K and in magnetic fields up to 14 T. The compound crystalizes
with hexagonal structure of ZrNiAl-type (s.g. P�62m) with the lat-
tice parameters: a = 7.5057 Å and c = 4.0853 Å. The magnetic mea-
surements revealed that PuPdSn exhibits, as its uranium
homologue, multiple magnetic phase transitions at 21 and 9.6 K.
The low-temperature linear specific heat coefficient is small, indi-
cating the presence of well localized 5f electrons in this material.
However, before drawing any firm conclusion about the magnetic
and electronic ground state in PuPdSn, future experimental studies
are required. Some of them are presently underway.
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